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Day 2 Outline

I Getting texts into quanteda

I Walk through Exercise 1

I Detecting collocations

I Exploring texts

I Describing textual data

I Quantifying lexical diversity

I Quantifying the complexity of texts

I Bootstrapping text



Getting texts into quanteda

I text format issue
I text files
I zipped text files
I spreadsheets/CSV
I (pdfs)
I (Twitter feed)

I encoding issue

I metadata and document variable management



Identifying collocations

I Does a given word occur next to another given word with a
higher relative frequency than other words?

I If so, then it is a candidate for a collocation

I We can detect these using measures of association, such as a
likelihood ratio, to detect word pairs that occur with greater
than chance frequency, compared to an independence model

I The key is to distinguish “true collocations” from
uninteresting word pairs/triplets/etc, such as “of the”

I Implemented in quanteda as collocations



Example

p

154 5 Collocations

C(w1 w2) w1 w2

80871 of the
58841 in the
26430 to the
21842 on the
21839 for the
18568 and the
16121 that the
15630 at the
15494 to be
13899 in a
13689 of a
13361 by the
13183 with the
12622 from the
11428 New York
10007 he said

9775 as a
9231 is a
8753 has been
8573 for a

Table 5.1 Finding Collocations: Raw Frequency. C(·) is the frequency of some-
thing in the corpus.

Tag Pattern Example

A N linear function
N N regression coefficients
A A N Gaussian random variable
A N N cumulative distribution function
N A N mean squared error
N N N class probability function
N P N degrees of freedom

Table 5.2 Part of speech tag patterns for collocation filtering. These patterns
were used by Justeson and Katz to identify likely collocations among frequently
occurring word sequences.

(from Manning and Schütze, FSNLP, Ch 5)



Example

(from Manning and Schütze, FSNLP, Ch 5)



Detecting collocations: Constructing the association table

Word 2 ~ (Word 2)

Word 1 n11 n12 n1.

~ (Word 1) n21 n22 n2.

n.1 n.2 n

where:

nij are observed counts

ni ., n.j are row, column marginals

n is total token count

mij =
ni.n.j
n is an expected count under the independence model



Method 1: Pearson’s chi-squared statistic

Word 2 ~ (Word 2)

Word 1 n11 n12 n1.

~ (Word 1) n21 n22 n2.

n.1 n.2 n

X 2 =
∑
i

∑
j

(nij −mij)
2

mij

where X ∼ χ2 with 1 d.f. [same as (I − 1)(J − 1)]



Method 2: Likelihood ratio test (Dunning)

Word 2 ~ (Word 2)

Word 1 n11 n12 n1.

~ (Word 1) n21 n22 n2.

n.1 n.2 n

G 2 = 2
∑
i

∑
j

nij ln
nij
mij

where G ∼ χ2 with 1 d.f. [same as (I − 1)(J − 1)]



Generalization to trigrams

G 2 = 2
∑
i

∑
j

∑
k

nijk ln
nijk
mijk

where

I G ∼ χ2 with 1 d.f. [same as (I − 1)(J − 1)(K − 1)]

I mijk =
ni..n.j.n..k

n is an expected count under the independence
model

I but the table of observed counts is slightly more complicated,
as is the calculation of two words dependence but
independence of the third – see Bautin and Hart for details



Other methods

I t-tests of frequencies (but assumes normality)

I mutual information, pointwise mutual information

I Pearson exact tests

I Many more: see Pecina (2005) for an exhaustive(ing) listing



Augmenting collocation detection with additional
information

I Use parts of speech information
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Table 5.1 Finding Collocations: Raw Frequency. C(·) is the frequency of some-
thing in the corpus.

Tag Pattern Example

A N linear function
N N regression coefficients
A A N Gaussian random variable
A N N cumulative distribution function
N A N mean squared error
N N N class probability function
N P N degrees of freedom

Table 5.2 Part of speech tag patterns for collocation filtering. These patterns
were used by Justeson and Katz to identify likely collocations among frequently
occurring word sequences.

I other (machine prediction) tools



Exploring Texts: Key Words in Context

KWIC Key words in context Refers to the most common
format for concordance lines. A KWIC index is
formed by sorting and aligning the words within an
article title to allow each word (except the stop
words) in titles to be searchable alphabetically in the
index.

05/08/2008 13:46A Concordance to the Child Ballads

Page 2 of 3http://www.colorado.edu/ArtsSciences/CCRH/Ballads/ballads.html

I began working on this concordance to The English and Scottish Popular Ballads in the early 1980's
while a graduate student at the University of Colorado, Boulder. At the time I was interested in the
function of stylized language, and Michael J. Preston, then director of the Center for Computer Research
in the Humanities at the University of Colorado, Boulder, made the Center's facilities available to me,
but as is too frequently the case in academia, university funding for the Center was withdrawn before the
concordance could be finished and produced in publishable form. Consequently, I moved on to other
projects, and the concordance languished in a dusty corner of my study. Occasionally, over the years, I
have been asked to retrieve information from the concordance for colleagues, which I have done, and
these requests, plus the advent of Internet web sites, has prompted me to make available the concordance
(rough as it remains) to those scholars who have argued that a rough concordance to the material is better
than no concordance at all. Both the software that produced the original concordance and the
programming necessary to get this up on the Web are the work of Samuel S. Coleman.

Note: We discovered, too late, that a section of the original text was missing from the files used to make
this concordance. We have inserted this section into the file "original text.txt". It is delimited by lines of
dashes, for which you can search, and a note. In addition, this section is encoded using a convention for
upper case and other text features that we used in the 1960s (as opposed to the 80s for the rest of the
text). Since this project is not active, there are no resources to work on this section.

Cathy Preston

THE CONCORDANCE

This is a working or "rough" concordance to Francis James Child's five volume edition of The English

and Scottish Popular Ballads (New York: Dover, [1882-1898] 1965). By "rough" I mean that the
concordance has only been proofread and corrected once; consequently, occasional typographical errors
remain. Furthermore, word entries have not been disambiguated; nor have variant spellings been collated
under a single word form. Nonetheless, all 305 texts and their different versions (A, B, C, etc.), as well
as Child's additions and corrections to the texts are included in the concordance.

The format for the concordance is that of an extended KWIC (Key Word In Context). Consider the
following sample entry, an approximation of what the camera-ready Postscript files look like:

lime (14)

79[C.10] 4 /Which was builded of lime and sand;/Until they came to

247A.6 4 /That was well biggit with lime and stane.

303A.1 2 bower,/Well built wi lime and stane,/And Willie came

247A.9 2 /That was well biggit wi lime and stane,/Nor has he stoln

305A.2 1 a castell biggit with lime and stane,/O gin it stands not

305A.71 2 is my awin,/I biggit it wi lime and stane;/The Tinnies and

79[C.10] 6 /Which was builded with lime and stone.

305A.30 1 a prittie castell of lime and stone,/O gif it stands not

108.15 2 /Which was made both of lime and stone,/Shee tooke him by

175A.33 2 castle then,/Was made of lime and stone;/The vttermost

178[H.2] 2 near by,/Well built with lime and stone;/There is a lady

178F.18 2 built with stone and lime!/But far mair pittie on Lady

178G.35 2 was biggit wi stane and lime!/But far mair pity o Lady

2D.16 1 big a cart o stane and lime,/Gar Robin Redbreast trail it



Another KWIC Example (Seale et al (2006)

pre-specified categories. An additional conventional
thematic content analysis of relevant interview text
was done to identify gender differences in internet
use reported in interviews.

Results

Reported internet use: thematic content analysis of
interviews-

Direct questions about internet usage were not
asked of all interviewees, although all were asked
about sources of information they had used.
Additionally, the major illness experience of some
of the interviewees had occurred some time before
the advent of widespread access to the internet.
Nevertheless, 15BC (Breast cancer) women (33%)
said they had used internet in relation to their
illness, and 20 PC (Prostate cancer) men (38%). One
woman and eight men had, though, only used the
internet through the services of a friend or relative
who had accessed material on their behalf. Five
women and three men indicated that their use had
(as well as visiting web sites) involved interacting in
a support group or forum.

ARTICLE IN PRESS

Table 3
Example of Keyword in Context (KWIC) and associated word
clusters display

Extracts from Keyword in Context (KWIC) list for the word ‘scan’
An MRI scan then indicated it had spread slightly
Fortunately, the MRI scan didn’t show any involvement of the
lymph nodes
3 very worrying weeks later, a bone scan also showed up clear.
The bone scan is to check whether or not the cancer has spread to
the bones.
The bone scan is done using a type of X-ray machine.
The results were terrific, CT scan and pelvic X-ray looked good
Your next step appears to be to await the result of the scan and I
wish you well there.
I should go and have an MRI scan and a bone scan

Three-word clusters most frequently associated with keyword ‘scan’

N Cluster Freq

1 A bone scan 28
2 Bone scan and 25
3 An MRI scan 18
4 My bone scan 15
5 The MRI scan 15
6 The bone scan 14
7 MRI scan and 12
8 And Mri scan 9
9 Scan and MRI 9

Table 4
Coding scheme identifying meaningful categories of keywords

Keyword category Examples of keywords

Greetings Regards, thanks, hello, welcome, [all the] best, regs ( ! regards),
Support Support, love, care, XXX, hugs
Feelings Feel, scared, coping, hate, bloody, cry, hoping, trying, worrying, nightmare, grateful,

fun, upset, tough
Health care staff Nurse, doctor, oncologist, urologist, consultant, specialist, Dr, Mr
Health care institutions and procedures Clinic, NHS, appointment, appt
Treatment Tamoxifen, chemo, radiotherapy, brachytherapy, conformal, Zoladex, Casadex,

nerve [sparing surgery]
Disease/disease progression Cancer, lump, mets, invasive, dying, death, score, advanced, spread, doubling,

enlarged, slow, cure
Symptoms and side effects Hair, sick, scar, pain, flushes, nausea, incontinence, leaks, dry, pee, erections
Body parts Breast, arm, chest, head, brain, bone, skin, prostate, bladder, gland, urethra,
Clothing and appearance Nightie, bra, wear, clothes, wearing
Tests and diagnosis PSA, mammogram, ultrasound, MRI, Gleason, biopsy, samples, screening, tests,

results
Internet and web forum www, website, forums, [message] board, scroll
People Her, she, I, I’ve, my, wife, partner, daughter, women, yourself, hubby, boys, mine,

men, dad, he
Knowledge and communication Question, information, chat, talk, finding, choice, decision, guessing, wondering
Research Study, data, trial, funding, research
Lifestyle Organic, chocolate, wine, golf, exercise, fitness, cranberry [juice]
Superlatives Lovely, amazing, definitely, brilliant, huge, wonderful

[ ]—square brackets are used to give commonly associated word showing a word’s predominant meaning.
( ! ) — rounded brackets and ! sign used to explain a term’s meaning.

C. Seale et al. / Social Science & Medicine 62 (2006) 2577–2590 2583



Another KWIC Example: Irish Budget Speeches



Irish Budget Speeches KIWC in quanteda



Basic descriptive summaries of text

Readability statistics Use a combination of syllables and sentence
length to indicate “readability” in terms of complexity

Vocabulary diversity (At its simplest) involves measuring a
type-to-token ratio (TTR) where unique words are
types and the total words are tokens

Word (relative) frequency

Theme (relative) frequency

Length in characters, words, lines, sentences, paragraphs,
pages, sections, chapters, etc.



Simple descriptive table about texts: Describe your data!

Speaker Party Tokens Types

Brian Cowen FF 5,842 1,466
Brian Lenihan FF 7,737 1,644
Ciaran Cuffe Green 1,141 421
John Gormley (Edited) Green 919 361
John Gormley (Full) Green 2,998 868
Eamon Ryan Green 1,513 481
Richard Bruton FG 4,043 947
Enda Kenny FG 3,863 1,055
Kieran ODonnell FG 2,054 609
Joan Burton LAB 5,728 1,471
Eamon Gilmore LAB 3,780 1,082
Michael Higgins LAB 1,139 437
Ruairi Quinn LAB 1,182 413
Arthur Morgan SF 6,448 1,452
Caoimhghin O’Caolain SF 3,629 1,035

All Texts 49,019 4,840

Min 919 361
Max 7,737 1,644
Median 3,704 991
Hapaxes with Gormley Edited 67
Hapaxes with Gormley Full Speech 69



Lexical Diversity

I Basic measure is the TTR: Type-to-Token ratio

I Problem: This is very sensitive to overall document length, as
shorter texts may exhibit fewer word repetitions

I Special problem: length may relate to the introdution of
additional subjects, which will also increase richness



Lexical Diversity: Alternatives to TTRs

TTR total types
total tokens

Guiraud total types√
total tokens

D (Malvern et al 2004) Randomly sample a fixed
number of tokens and count those

MTLD the mean length of sequential word strings in a text
that maintain a given TTR value (McCarthy and
Jarvis, 2010) – fixes the TTR at 0.72 and counts the
length of the text required to achieve it



Vocabulary diversity and corpus length

I In natural language text, the rate at which new types appear
is very high at first, but diminishes with added tokens

Preliminary Statement
Texts are first normalized and tagged. The ‘‘part-of-speech’’ tagging is nec-
essary because in any text written in French, on average more than one-third
of the words are ‘‘homographs’’ (one spelling, several dictionary meanings).
Hence standardization of spelling and word tagging are first steps for any
high level research on quantitative linguistics of French texts (norms and
software are described in Labb!ee (1990)). All the calculations presented in
this paper utilize these lemmas.

Moreover, tagging, by grouping tokens under the categories of fewer types,
has many additional advantages, and in particular a major reduction in the
number of different units to be counted.

This operation is comparable with the calibration of sensors in any
experimental science.

VOCABULARY GROWTH

Vocabulary growth is a well-known topic in quantitative linguistics (Wimmer
& Altmann, 1999). In any natural text, the rate at which new types appear is
very high at the beginning and decreases slowly, while remaining positive

Fig. 1. Chart of vocabulary growth in the tragedies of Racine (chronological order, 500 token
intervals).

194 C. LABB!EE ET AL.



Vocabulary Diversity Example

I Variations use automated segmentation – here approximately 500
words in a corpus of serialized, concatenated weekly addresses by de
Gaulle (from Labbé et. al. 2004)

I While most were written, during the period of December 1965 these
were more spontaneous press conferences

! A new level is attained in the final scenes of Iphig!eenie and characterizes
Ph"eedre and the two last Racine’s plays (written a long time after Ph"eedre).

The position of the discontinuities should be noted: most of them occur inside
a play rather than between two plays as might be expected. In the case of thefirst
nine plays, this is not very surprising because thewriting of each successive play
took place immediately on completion of the previous one. The nine plays may
thus be considered as the result of a continuous stream of creation. However, 12
years elapsed betweenPh"eedre and Esther and, during this time, Racine seems to
have seriously changed his mind about the theatre and religion. It appears that,
from the stylistic point of view (Fig. 7), these changes had few repercussions and
that the style of Esther may be regarded as a continuation of Ph"eedre’s.

It should also be noted that:

! Only the first segment in Figure 7 exceeds the limits of random variation
(dotted lines), while the last segment is just below the upper limit of this
confidence interval: our measures permit an analysis which is more accurate
than the classic tests based on variance.

! The best possible segmentation is the last one for which all the contrasts
between each segment have a difference of null (for a varying between 0.01
and 0.001).

Fig. 8. Evolution of vocabulary diversity in General de Gaulle’s broadcast speeches (June
1958–April 1969).

AUTOMATIC SEGMENTATION OF TEXTS AND CORPORA 209



Complexity and Readability

I Use a combination of syllables and sentence length to indicate
“readability” in terms of complexity

I Common in educational research, but could also be used to
describe textual complexity

I Most use some sort of sample

I No natural scale, so most are calibrated in terms of some
interpretable metric

I Not (yet) implemented in quanteda, but available from
koRpus package



Flesch-Kincaid readability index

I F-K is a modification of the original Flesch Reading Ease
Index:

206.835 − 1.015

(
total words

total sentences

)
− 84.6

(
total syllables

total words

)
Interpretation: 0-30: university level; 60-70: understandable
by 13-15 year olds; and 90-100 easily understood by an
11-year old student.

I Flesch-Kincaid rescales to the US educational grade levels
(1–12):

0.39

(
total words

total sentences

)
+ 11.8

(
total syllables

total words

)
− 15.59



Gunning fog index

I Measures the readability in terms of the years of formal
education required for a person to easily understand the text
on first reading

I Usually taken on a sample of around 100 words, not omitting
any sentences or words

I Formula:

0.4

[(
total words

total sentences

)
+ 100

(
complex words

total words

)]
where complex words are defined as those having three or more

syllables, not including proper nouns (for example, Ljubljana),

familiar jargon or compound words, or counting common suffixes

such as -es, -ed, or -ing as a syllable



Sampling issues in existing measures

I Lexical diversity measures may take sample frames, or moving
windows, and average across the windows

I Readability may take a sample, or multiple samples, to
compute readability measures

I But rather than simulating the “sampling distribution” of a
statistic, these are more designed to:

I get a representative value for the text as a whole
I normalize the length of the text relative to other texts



Bootstrapping text-based statistics



Simulation and bootstrapping

Used for:

I Gaining intuition about distributions and sampling

I Providing distributional information not distributions are not
directly known, or cannot be assumed

I Acquiring uncertainty estimates

Both simulation and bootstrapping are numerical approximations
of the quantities we are interested in. (Run the same code twice,
and you get different answers)

Solution for replication: save the seed



Bootstrapping

I Bootstrapping refers to repeated resampling of data points
with replacement

I Used to estimate the error variance (i.e. the standard error) of
an estimate when the sampling distribution is unknown (or
cannot be safely assumed)

I Robust in the absence of parametric assumptions

I Useful for some quantities for which there is no known
sampling distribution, such as computing the standard error of
a median



Bootstrapping illustrated

> ## illustrate bootstrap sampling

> set.seed(30092014) # set the seed so that your results will match mine!

> # using sample to generate a permutation of the sequence 1:10

> sample(10)

[1] 4 2 1 9 8 5 7 3 6 10

> # bootstrap sample from the same sequence

> sample(10, replace=T)

[1] 8 6 6 2 5 8 4 8 4 9

> # boostrap sample from the same sequence with probabilities that

> # favor the numbers 1-5

> prob1 <- c(rep(.15, 5), rep(.05, 5))

> prob1

[1] 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

> sample(10, replace=T, prob=prob1)

[1] 4 1 1 2 8 3 1 6 1 9



Bootstrapping the standard error of the median

Using a user-defined function:

b.median <- function(data, n) {

resamples <- lapply(1:n, function(i) sample(data, replace=T))

sapply(resamples, median)

std.err <- sqrt(var(r.median))

list(std.err=std.err, resamples=resamples, medians=r.median)

}

summary(b.median(spending, 10))

summary(b.median(spending, 100))

summary(b.median(spending, 400))

median(spending)



Bootstrapping the standard error of the median

Using R’s boot library:

library(boot)

samplemedian <- function(x, d) return(median(x[d]))

quantile(boot(spending, samplemedian, R=10)$t, c(.025, .5, .975))

quantile(boot(spending, samplemedian, R=100)$t, c(.025, .5, .975))

quantile(boot(spending, samplemedian, R=400)$t, c(.025, .5, .975))

Note: There is a good reference on using boot() from

http://www.mayin.org/ajayshah/KB/R/documents/boot.html

http://www.mayin.org/ajayshah/KB/R/documents/boot.html


Bootstrapping methods for textual data

I Question: what is the ”sampling distribution” of a text-based
statistic? Examples:

I a term’s (relative) frequency
I lexical diversity
I complexity


	Complexity / Readability
	Bootstrapping

